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Is the industry ready to tackle a growing issue?



Foreword

As carriers explore new ways to generate revenues and build towards a sustainable and pro�table future in the 
wider telecoms ecosystem, they continue to face fresh challenges every day. The decline of the traditional 
voice market and the gradual transition towards an IP-based era has provided both a reason for optimism and 
uncertainty in the industry. As part of this journey, carriers are s embracing new changes and innovation, while 
keeping a close eye on the bottom line.   
 
Historically fraud in carrier business has been seen as cost of business. Since carrier business is cross border, 
lack of jurisdiction and inability to prosecute has further tied the hands of carriers and unwittingly enabled 
unscrupulous operators. Given all the potential risks and pitfalls, the fact that the international telecoms 
market continues to work as well as it does is something of a surprise. 

While there are several studies, surveys or industry reports focused on fraud within the retail segment of 
telecoms, there is little information available on fraud in the carrier side. Is fraud a signi�cant issue among the 
carrier community? What challenges does it bring and how are these growing? Do carriers have su�cient 
people skills to help combat fraud? What about tools and solutions?  Are strategies to combat fraud di�erent 
among large and small operators? What are the opportunities in the evolving carrier landscape? 

To answer all this and more, Subex and Capacity Media conducted an online survey to gain the views and 
concerns of more than 190 carriers from across the globe. The report provides valuable insights into the state 
of fraud management within carrier operations and identi�es solutions for both small and large operators. 
 

The key �ndings of the survey are:

Wholesale carriers lost an estimated $ 6.12 billion to fraud in 2012 with a majority of respondents 
acknowledging increase in fraud.
Democratization of technology has resulted in a sharp increase in number of players in the market. Rogue 
carriers have been gate crashing this party to exploit the less vigilant. 
A high 73 percent of participants believe inability to prosecute has resulted in fraud �ourishing.
77 percent participants agree that impact on margins and quality of service has brought renewed focus 
back on fraud.
Nearly 80 percent of carriers use in-house developed tools for fraud detection, yet more than 2/3ds of the 
respondents reported lack of automation and timely availability of data is impacting their �ght against 
fraud.

We believe the �ndings of the survey are fascinating as they are often surprising, and would like to thank all 
participants and contributors.  
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The survey was specially designed to incorporate the views of a diverse range of carriers, with varying 
revenues and number of partners. .The results therefore are not isolated views, but cover a wide range 
of businesses & users.

Survey Participation

Total number of participants

Regional distribution of participants

Participants in terms of revenue & partners base

This �gure includes the number of senior executives, fraud practitioners and experts from
some of the world’s largest carriers 

195

72 50

36

42

24

37

Participants with presence in all regions 61

Survey participants’ Carrier pro�le
in terms of revenues in USD

44%

17%

Tier 1
500+ 

Million 

Tier 2
101 - 500 

Million 

Tier 3
51 - 100
Million

Tier 4 
0 - 50 Million 

1 - 50 
Partners

101 - 200 
Partners

51 - 100
Partners

200+ 
Partners

17%

22%

39%
30%

17%14%

Survey participants’ Carrier pro�le
in terms of number of partners



Carriers lost an estimated $ 6.12 billion to fraud last year
The wholesale carriers market was estimated to be US$170 billion in 2012. Carriers surveyed reported 

a weighted average fraud loss of 3.6% of revenue, which corresponds to $6.12 billion in losses.

$
3.76%

$
3.72%

$
3.16%

$
2.56%

Tier 4 Carrier

3.6%

Tier 3 Carrier Tier 2 Carrier Tier 1 Carrier

weighted average fraud loss 

Survey Findings
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Fraud is looming large
Estimated global carrier fraud loss

$6.12bn
100K

7
Mln



Top Fraud Types Reported by Carriers

39%

Arti�cial In�ation
of Tra�c

7%

Long Firm Fraud

56%

False Answer Fraud

51%

New Operators- 
Credit Risk

30%

Overbilling/ 
False Disputes

31%

Blending High 
Quality Routes

42%

PBX Hacking

12%

Tromboning

34%

CLI Spoo�ng

32%

Bypass Fraud

14%

Internal Fraud

3%

Others

Business partnerships – Easy collaborations with deceiving bene�ts?
Survey reveals partner frauds as the high risk area, which includes frauds such as  ‘New Partner - Credit 
Risk’, ‘False disputes’, ‘Blending HQ routes’ and ‘Long �rm’. This clearly indicates the serious problems 
caused by rouge partners. Subex calls for more stringent and sophisticated due diligence mechanisms 
to be used before establishing new business partnerships.  

More needs to be done to combat traditional fraud types 
Traditional wholesale carrier fraud types such as AIT, FAS, PBX hijacking and Spoo�ng & Bypass have 
always formed part of carrier fraud awareness programs. Yet these fraud types are still going strong 
and eating into carrier pro�ts. This calls for increased & sustained focus to combat traditional fraud 
types. 

A fraudster might be sitting just next to you - internal fraud is 
gaining ground
With more than 13 percent of participants agreeing that they are being impacted by fraud 
perpetuated by their own employees, internal fraud appears to be gaining ground. Carriers are 
candid in admitting that internal fraud is a problem.



74%

18%

1% 7%

79%

10%

11%

Tier 4 Operator

88%

8%

4%

Tier 3 Operator

65%

31%

4%

Tier 2 Operator

60%

31%

3% 6%

Tier 1 Operator

Fraud loss distribution by carrier revenue

A quarter of all respondents lose more than 2% of their revenue to 
fraud

Innovation is fundamentally changing the telecoms industry. While demand for ubiquitous 
connectivity of ever improving quality is forcing telcos to invest heavily, democratisation of technology 
has led to a new breed of competitor who is unafraid of waging a price war, resulting in tremendous 
pressure on margins. Yet an alarming 26 percent participants have reported losing over 2% of their 

revenues due to fraud. 

Tier 1 & Tier 2 operators have reported more revenue loss than peers
Tier 1 and Tier 2 carriers have reported bigger fraud losses with 35 percent and 40 percent 

particpants losing revenue greater than 2 % respectively. 

Fraud trend in recent years

Fraud is on the rise
With 82% respondents agreeing that fraud in 
carriers has increased or remained the same over 
recent years, it is evident that fraud continues to 
pose a signi�cant and increasing threat to the 

bottom line of carriers.
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82.%

Carriers believe fraud has
“Increased” or “Not Changed”

Less than 2 % 2% to 5 % 5% to 10% Greater than 10%



Subex’s View
Fraud management practice within carrier domain needs a rethink 
Traditionally, the wholesale carrier business has been concentrated on high margins among a closed group of 
operators with fraud being simply viewed as a cost of doing business. Carriers operate in a cross border 
business environment, and therefore a lack of jurisdiction and an inability to prosecute has further tied the 
hands of carriers and unwittingly enabled fraudsters. As a result, fraud management practices in carriers have 
not matured to the same extent as they have in the retail telecom industry. Interestingly in the survey Tier 1 
and 2 carriers have reported higher fraud losses as compared to their smaller Tier 3 & 4 peers. These large 
carriers have higher exposure to frauds as they operate with high number of partners and have a larger 
geographic spread as compared to their peers. 

Wholesale carrier need to up the ante
Carriers can no longer a�ord to ignore the $6.12 billion losses the industry faces due to fraud. Carriers need to 
increase their e�orts to combat fraud by investing in sta�, technologies and processes. The cross border nature 
of the business and the heavy reliance on partnerships means wholesale carriers will have to collaborate far 
greater than their retail counterparts

Should carrier frauds be treated in a di�erent way?
Wholesale carriers can learn a great deal from the retail industry in e�ectively combating fraud. Some of the 
principals of fraud management in retail apply to wholesale, such as strong customer and partner due 
diligence, ongoing monitoring for change in behavior, unusual o� peak behavior, hotlists monitoring etc.

At the same time there are certain challenges unique to wholesale due to the sector’s reliance on complex 
partner value chains. The carrier industry therefore needs to develop its own set of operating paradigms for 
sharing ongoing intelligence and develop techniques for combating fraud. 
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Reasons for increase in Carrier Frauds

What is Fueling frauds – 
The growth itself! 

Growth of IP or ‘increasingly penetrable’ tra�c
The last decade has seen a tremendous growth in IP based services such as VoIP. This growth has enabled 
several Tier 3 and Tier 4 players to enter the carrier market. It has also enabled fraudsters to become a 
part of the value chain. Furthermore these fraudsters have taken advantage of security vulnerabilities 
within IP-based services to commit frauds like IPBX hacking, false answer frauds, exploiting arbitrage 
opportunities through bypass and arti�cial in�ation of tra�c to premium rate numbers. 

Fraudsters are exploiting focus on business growth
The survey results clearly indicate that the increasing number of partnerships in the carrier industry 
combined with a lack of due diligence are the key reasons for an increase in fraud. Some of the most 
common methods employed by fraudsters include: providing fake bank guarantees, non payments 
after earning excessive trusts with partners and unlimited testing exploiting a carrier’s ability to 
govern credit limits. 

Such methods not only lead to direct revenue loss to carriers, but also to an indirect loss due to the 
higher number of partner disputes. Lack of collaboration among partners, such as intelligence 
sharing methods, unavailability of a neutral body to maintain blacklist information on rogue 
partners, ine�ective dunning processes, lack of proactive controls within the commercial 
agreements and lack of credit bureau agencies available in the carrier industry are some of the key 
reasons allowing rogue carriers to continue operating within the industry. There is a need within the 
industry to balance revenue growth with e�ectively managing credit and fraud risk. 

39%

Reduced due diligence
of partners due to

pressure on increasing
revenue

54%

Growth of VoIP
Service

39%

Increase in the
number of partners in

the ecosystem

10%

Others



Carrier inability in prosecuting fraudsters �ourishes fraud

Fraud is being identi�ed, not the 
fraudsters

The complex nature of carrier industry with its lack 
of jurisdiction and low prosecution rate in fraud 
cases creates a safe haven for fraudsters and helps 
them remain unidenti�ed. This is re�ected with 
the fact that 73 percent participants agree that a 
carrier’s inability in successfully prosecuting 

fraudsters encourages fraud. 

10

73% 27%

Yes No

Carrier inability in prosecuting
 fraudsters �ourishes fraud?



Subex’s View
The commoditization of legacy TDM services, increased competition from OTT players and emergence of 
innovative IP based services is encouraging carriers to move towards an all IP environment. 
 
This trend is lowering the market entry barrier for Tier 3 to Tier 4 carriers. The market has seen an increase in 
new Tier 3 to Tier 4 entrants in the last decade. While, large carriers focus on quality and long term business, 
smaller carriers focus more on short term gains. IP-based services further exposes the carrier industry to 
various technical vulnerabilities. Carrier’s inability to include quality based SLAs within the agreements and 
failure to monitor security and fraud risk within operations has lead to increasing frauds within the carrier 
market. Frauds such as False Answer Service, IPBX hacking and By Pass are increasingly becoming a case of 
concerns for carriers providing IP-based services. 
 
Furthermore, the addition of more tra�c to the ‘pipes’ has generally led to a compromise in the due diligence 
performed in any new partnership agreements. Considering these agreements are generally driven by sales 
teams which are under immense pressure to increase business earnings through the addition of new partners, 
it is easy to see how this environment can be exploited by fraudsters. Such rogue carriers are taking advantage 
of a lack or absence of due diligence processes amongst carriers while establishing new partnerships. 
Increasing cases of long �rm frauds are being reported where rogue carriers are pumping in tra�c without 
making payments to the carriers. 
 
Large carriers have more bandwidth to handle fraud cases and have better access to technology and fraud 
intelligence. Smaller carriers lack formal processes and policies to handle fraud cases. Furthermore, there are 
other barriers preventing carriers from successfully prosecuting fraudsters. Timely availability of data to 
manage disputes with the carrier partner involved in the fraud cases, lack of co-operation amongst carrier 
partners to pursue these cases with the next partner in the chain, lack of jurisdiction and other operational 
overheads slows the process of prosecution within these fraud cases 
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Fraud – Impacting existing business as well as growth prospects

The full circle - Renewed 
focus on fraud

Fraud impacts both revenue and quality of service
Financial revenue loss is one of the main impact of fraud according to 59 percent participants. 
Additional 58 percent participants also believe that operational overheads encountered due to fraud 
like disputes, payment withholding and credit notes leads to signi�cant indirect revenue loss. 

While the above 2 reasons are tangible, 37 percent carriers believe that drop in quality leading to 
poor partner experience in the value chain is a major impact of carrier fraud. Compromise in quality 
is a signi�cant concern for carriers as this leads to failure in adhering the SLAs with immediate 
partners in the value chain. 

37%

Poor partner/customer
experience due to drop in

quality

59%

Direct Revenue Loss

58%

Indirect Revenue Loss
(Disputes, Payments

withholding, Credit Notes, etc)

Fear of fraud impacts business 
partnerships
The fear of partner fraud is a�ecting the business 
adversely with 59 percent carriers ceasing/reducing 
operations with partners. 

41% of responses indicate that carriers still 
continue to put their revenues at risk by working 
with partners with fraudulent history. 

59% 41%

Yes No

Fraud leading to reduction in 
business partnerships?

Direct and Indirect Impacts of Fraud
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77% 23%

Yes No

Due to pressure on margin, 
is there a renewed focus on fraud?

Impact on margins has brought the 
focus back on fraud containment

Pressure on wholesale margins due to increasing 
competition and reducing carrier rates is now 

leading to a renewed focus on fraud. 

A decade back, fraud loss was accepted as cost of 
business. However, with reduced margins and 
quality of tra�c at stake, carriers across the 
spectrum are renewing their focus on fraud 
containment, which is a very positive sign 

within the industry.



Subex’s View.

In a highly competitive industry, carriers aspire to deliver a di�erentiated value to their business partners. This 
includes increased reliability, security and quality. Failure of a partner to deliver these attributes within the 
value chain can lead to a negative impact within the industry. In a highly commoditized market, carriers are 
discovering that encountering loss due to fraud can play a signi�cant role in the overall business. It can lead to 
severe �nancial losses and also a�ect their ability to deliver business objectives to their partners. This has also 
led to many Tier 1 carriers taking actions against the rogue carriers within the industry – which includes 
ceasing operations with these partners. While Tier 1 carriers have the authority and scale to take such actions, 
smaller carriers continue to be a�ected by the losses due to various reasons, including the lack of available 
bandwidth, vision and reach. 

This status quo presents a great opportunity for leading Tier 1 & Tier 2 carriers to provide fraud protection as a 
service to smaller partners. Global carriers are well placed to drive collaboration and �ght fraud because they 
work with multiple partners and have a global view of multiple carriers’ tra�c. These global carriers can o�er 
cost-e�ective solutions like Fraud Management systems on cloud, for example, to their immediate partners on 
existing relationships. These carriers can share fraud intelligence with partners including those that are 
blacklisted and/or those that have bad credit. They can also provide fraud intelligence for suspicious 
destinations, hijacked B Number ranges, in addition to blocking fraudulent tra�c and running active fraud 
forums. Fraud detection and proactive intelligence amongst partners can help leading carriers eliminate 
fraudulent tra�c and improve margins, and also provide revenue opportunities. 
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63% 37%

Yes No

Senior management oversight over 
fraud within business?

Fraud awareness within organization  

Organization support against fraud

Carriers’ �ght against 
Frauds 

Fraud awareness within carriers is 
gaining momentum
63 percent participants indicate that senior 
management has a direct oversight over Frauds, 
which indicates that carriers have started 
acknowledging the problem. 

Increasing �nancials losses and other impacts 
associated with frauds have increased the 
awareness within carriers. Almost 80 percent 
participants are aware of carrier frauds and its 
impacts. 

Fraud awareness within organization?

Low

20%

Medium

34%

High

46%

36%

Sales

32%

Revenue
Assurance

25%

Credit &
Collections

19%

Dispute &
Settlement

13%

Internal
Audit

11%

Risk
Management

9%

Others

38%

Billing
Team

35%

Fraud
Management

28% 72%

Yes No

Fraud management team not present 
but planning to build one?

Department with responsibility of Fraud Management
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Fraud containment currently a 
diluted responsibility within 

carriers
35 percent participants indicate their organization 
have a dedicated fraud management team to deal 
with frauds and 72 percent of the organizations 
which do not possess a fraud management team 
do not plan to build one. Fraud Management 
currently is being conducted as a secondary 
responsibility by other teams including billing 
team, revenue assurance, dispute management 

and sales team. 

Upon suspicion of fraud, 82 percent carriers 
notify the sales team and 60 percent notify the 
settlement team, which is important to control 
the out�ow of revenue on identi�cation of 
suspicious cases. 72 percent carriers also 
inform the network team on suspicion of 
frauds to take relevant actions on the network 

like blocking of tra�c. 

Lack of skilled resources impacts 
fraud operations 

Internal resource knowledge and skills appear to be 
a problem in combating fraud. There needs to be 
greater awareness within companies to tackle 
fraud, which could mean additional training 

needs to be undertaken. 

62% 38%

Yes No

Is lack of skilled resources leading to 
ine�ectiveness in identifying fraud?

82%

72%

60%

7%

2%

Sales Team

Network Team

Settlement Team

Others

Legal Team

Upon suspicion of fraud, 
which departments are noti�ed?



71% 29%

Yes No

Will your organization bene�t from a fraud training 
and awarness programme?

63% 37%

Yes No

Will your organization bene�t from 
a fraud function assessment?

There is a need for a closer inspection which is being well 
acknowledged
With only 63 percent participants undertaking a fraud operations assessment, the willingness of 
organizations to improve was demonstrated, with 71 percent participants agreeing to further 
training/awareness programs.

Collaboration to e�ectively �ght fraud
Carriers have started collaborating in their �ght against fraud  on multiple platforms . 
25 percent participants do participate in various Fraud Forums like GSMA FF, FIINA, CFCA and i3 Forum 
and share best practices and fraud intelligence within these forums

Direct inter carrier collaboration for intelligence sharing appears to be popular in the carrier 
business. 45 % carriers share blacklisted partners information with their partners and 26% carriers 
share suspicious number ranges with their partners.

73.44%

18.75%

6.25%

4.69%

3.91%

3.13%

None

GSMA

i3 Forum

Other Forums

FIINA

CFCA

25%

Suspicious B Number 
Ranges

45%

Blacklisted partners

43%

None

Do you collaborate with any of the fraud forums?
What information do you share with partners 

on fraud issues?
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Yes
66% Yes

83%

Tier 1

Yes
82%

Tier 2

Yes
58%

Tier 3

Yes
56%

Tier 4

91%

Tra�c blocking

76%

Informing immediate
partner

58%

Disputing 
fraudulent tra�c

31%

Aligning with regulator 
& law 

enforcement agencies

21%

All

Do you have a formal policy and process to handle fraud cases?

Counteractive measures against identi�ed frauds?

Introduction of formal processes & policies against fraud is helping 
carriers �ght fraud 

Almost 80 percent of Tier 1 and Tier 2 carriers have a formal process and policy to handle fraud cases 
within their organization. This helps them manage frauds e�ectively and reduce the extent of 
damage. As Fraud Management focus increases with smaller carriers, they will also follow their 

peers and start developing formal processes and policies to tackle fraud. 

Most fraud cases are handled 
through standard dispute channels
71 percent participants stated they handle fraud 
cases through the "Standard dispute channels and 
methods with partners", while 29 percent 
particpants have dedicated channels to manage 

fraud cases 

How do you handle fraud cases?

29% Dedicated channels for 
handling fraud cases

71%Standard dispute channels 
with partners



68%

Ask for prepayments

51%

Ask for bank 
guarantee

39%

Both bank guarantee 
and prepayment

15%

None

10%

Others- bilateral 
agreements, 

credit/volume cap, etc

How do you reduce exposure while working with new partners?

Performing due diligence at the time of on boarding new partners is a 
Proactive Method of combating fraud 
87 percent participants acknowledge they perform due diligence before on-boarding a new partner. 
Carriers perform the following due diligence at the time of partner on-boarding: 
 

Check for company’s public details like websites, audits, etc (74%)
Work with Credit Bureau Agencies' (51%)
Check for M&A history of the new partner (47%)
Work with Forums – such as Global Settlement Carrier Group (GSC) Partner Paci�c Forum etc 
(21%)

 
Carriers who fail to take all the necessary steps at the time of new partner on boarding continue to 
face issues like Long Firm Frauds, increasing bad debts, increased DSO’s (Days Sales Outstanding). 

87% 13%

Yes No

Do you perform due diligence 
before onboarding new partners?

74%

Ask for company’s
 public details like

 websites, audits etc

51%

Work with credit
 bureau agencies

47%

Check for M&A
history of the new partner

21%

Work with global 
fraud forums

10%

Other methods

9%

All

How is the due diligence performed?

Standard exposure reduction policies 
68 percent participants resorted to prepayments to reduce their exposure to frauds. 51percent ask for 
bank guarantees to reduce their risk while working with new partners. 10 percent prefer de�ning 
SLA’s/ Volume caps within the agreement to protect themselves from fraud. 



Methods of identifying frauds – Data & Tools

80%

Inhouse tools

62%

Reports

40%

Manual test calling

22%

Test call generators

10%

 COTS tools

2%

Others

Mechanism used to detect frauds?
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Do you perform ongoing due 
diligence for existing partners?

55% 45%

Yes No

Data issues and lack of automation 
are the major limitation in fraud 

identi�cation
Lack of Automation, non-availability of timely data 
and data mining capabilities are the key reasons 

a�ecting a carrier's ability to manage fraud. 

Introducing further automation and fraud 
mining capabilities can improve fraud detection 

and reduce fraud run times. 

Cost E�ective fraud detection technology 
is widely used among carriers

Resourceful Tier 1 carriers prefer to use commercial COTs 
tools to detect frauds within their network.

Software vendors providing such solutions are aware of the 
new fraud trends, have the latest technology to tackle them 
and understand frauds from multiple geographies; which 

is appreciated by the carriers who use their solution. 

Smaller carriers who lack resources tend to use other cost 
e�ective methods like in-house tools, reports and 

manual test calling methods to detect frauds.

72%

Lack of automation

62%

Timely availability of data

54%

Data mining capabilities

43%

Lack of data

What is a�ecting carrier’s 
ability in managing fraud?

Periodic due diligence over existing 
partners is popular within the 

industry
Around 55 percent particpants perform periodic 
due diligence with existing partners which 
indicates that carriers understand the importance 

of continuous protection against fraud risks 



Use of COTS tool within wholesale domain is still very nascent
Over 90 percent of the respondents who say fraud has increased or remained same do not have an 
industry standard COTS tool for fraud management and 76 percent of their organizations have never 
even looked at procuring one. 

10% 90%

Yes No

Does your organization possess a
 fraud management COTS tool?

24% 76%

Yes No

Has your organization explored 
procuring a COTS tool?
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Subex’s View
Awareness of Fraud within wholesale carrier industry is gaining ground as leadership within carrier business 
understand the impact of fraud. More carriers are willing to invest in fraud trainings and assessment programs 
to benchmark themselves against industries best and identify path to maturity. While some carriers seem to 
have a dedicated fraud management team within their organization which helps them combat frauds in a 
more e�ective way. Others rely on the existing workforce including the billing teams, settlements teams and 
sales teams to manage frauds as a secondary responsibility.  Lack of skilled resources is a key reason why 
majority of the carriers are not able to scale up their fraud management practice. Tier1 Carriers are becoming 
more proactive and open about discussing frauds within the leading industry forums including GSMA FF, i3 
Forum, FIINA and others. This has lead to increased awareness amongst their followers which includes the 
smaller carriers. Collaboration and increased sharing of Fraud intelligence is a positive step towards 
combating carrier frauds. Carriers are willing to improve their fraud management practices by introducing 
proactive policies and processes to manage frauds.

To e�ectively combat fraud, wholesale carriers require a robust yet agile fraud management practice. As per 
Subex, the cornerstones of a successful practice are: 

1. Frame Fraud Management Strategy  
Develop Fraud Management Charter including the necessary components 
(People, Process, Organization, Measurement & Technology) to drive business 
objectives :

Improve end user value
Provide security & reliability to partners
Maintain quality of tra�c

2. Build Policies, Procedures & Controls
Design proactive policies, processes and fraud control framework to manage 
frauds within its operations:

Introduce/Review fraud protection clauses within the agreements
Perform risk assessments to identify key fraud and security risks within 
the value chain
Leverage technology to improve detection capabilities
Design standard operating procedures for fraud operations 
Design response mechanisms including fraud dispute settlements 
processes
Develop KPIs for measurement

4. Pursue Optimization Relentlessly 
Review overall maturity of fraud operations, create improvement roadmaps, 
conduct trainings as necessary

3. Operate Fraud Management Framework Vigorously
Operate the Fraud Management Framework including:

Prevention Policies 
Proactive Detection 
Response Mechanism



Subexes recognizes fraudsters, including rouge carriers, are always developing newer methods of fraud and 
hence advocates a vigilant and agile approach capable of adapting to these ever evolving frauds. 

Subex also acknowledges the fact that not all frauds may result in direct loss to Carriers. In fact in some cases 
it might bring additional revenues. However ethics, corporate social responsibility, regulatory requirements, 
increased levels of disputes, withholding of payment and most importantly need for di�erentiated service 
o�ering drives wholesale carriers to combat fraud aggressively.

Key Takeaways: 

Act against Fraud – In a highly competitive environment carrier’s focus on providing end user value 
to their partners including security, reliability and quality. To achieve their vision and to protect their 
margins carriers will have to get their act together and combat fraud aggressively

Collaborate – Carriers must actively participate on industry platforms and forums to share best 
practices and fraud intelligence as these are the most e�ective methods to guard themselves while 
operating in multi partner business environment.

Leaders must show the way – Large carriers should use their size and reach to extend fraud 
protection service to their smaller peers using cost e�ective methods – For example Cloud based 
fraud management solution for partners

Vendors must empower – As seen from the survey results carriers have twin challenges of poor 
automation and lack of skills. Vendors must consider providing integrated services capable of 
co-creating bandwidth for carriers and addressing their automation needs

Conclusive Thoughts

1

2

3

4
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Arti�cial in�ation of tra�c
Arti�cial in�ation of tra�c or AIT as is famously known is an act of generating tra�c which is arti�cially in�ated 
simply to boost the revenue of the Service Provider, Re-seller or Terminating Network without o�ering any real 
bene�t to the originator of the call. This fraud generally works in tandem with other frauds to originate tra�c 
such as PBX or voicemail hack, IRSF, wangiri, malware, tromboning, high number of normal rate international 
calls to a non hotlist number range etc.
 

Long �rm fraud
Long �rm fraud starts with partners or enterprise customers paying the initial small bills to the carriers 
promptly sometimes even through prepayments. Having established a good credit history and having won 
the trust of the carrier, the fraudsters then generates/in�ates large tra�c and promptly disappear without 
making payments.
 

False answer Supervision fraud
False Answer Supervision (FAS) occurs when providers terminate calls fraudulently, resulting in the calling 
party being overcharged for calls, or charged for calls that were never completed. False answer has 3 versions:
 

False Answer
Deliberate rerouting or short stopping of calls to an automated messaging platform designed to trick the 
customer into staying on the line 
Early Answer
Premature billing during Post Dial Delay (PDD) or ringing time prior to when the call is answered by the 
calling party 
Late disconnect
Overbilling by passing the disconnect message few seconds late back to the originating network post 
actual termination by the called party and earning through the few extra seconds.

 
By introducing a FAS control server on the gateway rogue carriers are able to increase their margin by almost 
25-30% with minimal trace on the call records.
 

New carriers - credit risk
This refers to the classical case of allowing tra�c from a new player based upon submission of required 
documentation or guarantees from third parties like established players, banks, credit agencies (fake or 
geniune) and not receiving the payments when the bill is generated either due to fraudulent intentions or 
inability to pay because of cash crunch, bankruptcy etc.
 

Bypass fraud
Bypass Fraud is used to describe the use of various least cost call termination techniques like SIM boxes to 
bypass the legal call interconnection and diverting international incoming calls to terminating country's 
GSM/CDMA/Fixed calls through the use of VoIP or Satellite gateway, thus evading revenue against 
international call termination which carriers and government regulators are entitled to.

Prevalent Fraud Types



Overbilling/False disputes
This refers to an act of overbilling or logging disputes over the calls which were either not made or were not 
successfully connected and completed with an intention to exploit the partners who do not possess a billing 
reconciliation process to �ght and counter the in�ated bills or disputes.
 

Blending high quality routes
Not adhering to quality of service commitments within the inter-carrier contracts and pushing a part or full 
tra�c through a low quality route on the supplier pipe in order to earn more through di�erence of margins 
between high and low quality terminating routes.
 

PBX hacking
Exploiting PABX/PBX (Private Automated Branch eXchange) installed within corporate or household premises 
in order to generate tra�c which can lead to �nancial gains such as national or international premium rate 
calling, arti�cial in�ation of tra�c or personal gains. Fraudsters generally utilize SIP scanners to identify and 
obtain access to the PABX/PBX systems through:
 

Brute force attacks to obtain password protected dial through service
Use of default passwords which have not been reset post installation
Access to an insider who discloses the phone numbers, IDs and passwords necessary for breaching PBX 
security 
Social engineering or coning an individual owning a line within the PABX/PBX

 

Call Looping
Call looping occurs when calls are routed back to initial network elements treating the call. This occurs when a 
supplier or a sequence of suppliers end up sending the call back to the originator of the call who again routes 
the same call to the immediate supplier. Through this, the originator reserves the right to dispute the same 
calls being billed multiple times by the immediate supplier, but receives payments for the same call from the 
customer who ended up supplying the tra�c back to the originator.
 

CLI spoo�ng
This refers to an act of deliberately manipulating the caller number entity of a call in order to gain from 
di�erence in lower termination or interconnection rates between the original and manipulated calls. Generally 
the calling line identity is spoofed on international terminating calls to a local MSISDN or a junk value (like 
+BBBB etc.) with an intention to get charged using lower local termination rates or default rates.
    

Internal fr aud
Internal frauds are when fraud is committed against a carrier an individual is working for. Such frauds may end 
up generating bene�ts to the customers or suppliers who are supplying or receiving tra�c to the carrier and 
has an access to an insider within that carrier. Example of the bene�ts may range from creation of arbitrage 
scenario between the customer and supplier rates by manipulating the billing platform, rejection/ non billing 
of certain billable tra�c or even allowing a suspicious tra�c pattern go undetected.
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Subex in collaboration with Capacity Media conducted an online survey of wholesale telecom carriers across 
geographies.  Survey respondents include senior fraud practitioners, analysts and executives. The survey 
reached out to a wide set of carriers both large and small having operations across 6 continents. 

To ensure completeness in coverage and yet keep it simple, the survey questions were designed into 4 key 
areas as described below:

Size of the problem
Coverage: Fraud leakage, fraud types, fraud growth vs. business growth and the factors fueling it
Questions: 9

Organization
Coverage: Focus on fraud prevention, readiness in terms of awareness, management oversight and fraud 
management
Questions: 7

Process
Coverage: Industry and partner carrier collaboration, existence of anti-fraud process and policies, performing 
due diligence, counteractive measures and handling of disputes
Questions: 12

Tools
Coverage: Methods for detecting fraud, need of tools, data issues, automation, COTS solution
Questions: 10

Survey Methodology
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